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About This Game

Cosmic Sugar is a simple but elegant GPU driven simulation space. Vive wands become attractors or repulsors which allow you
to craft nebulae. The controls are very simple, but it takes some time to explore all of the possibilities. Thanks to East Forest for

the trailer music.
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This game gave me a$$ cancer......... not in a bad way (the game is amazing) but from the severe anal prolapse i suffered from
uncontrollable laughter and joy this game gave me.
Expect nothing and you will be overjoyed at the madness and utter stupidity provided.
Less Pixels than your toaster, worse jokes than your dad, less tasteful than your mum in a bikini.
Worth every penny 10\/10

(Just like your mum). I'm a big fan of "bad physics" games, and of danmaku games, and this one's an amazing mashup of the
two. Truly brain-breaking good fun.. This was a real nostalgia trip for me, and I was happy to see this game again on steam.

The graphics were great for its time, and the soundtrack still does a good job at setting the mood. I don't remember fully voiced
games being very common in the mid-90s either.
By todays standards, the game doesn't take long to complete, and though the setting is interesting, it's not as fleshed out as I
remember it. It's a 20 year old game, and though it shows, I feel that it is a unique game that has aged reasonably well.

If you're interested in games from this period, then this game is a relaxing experience that I can recommend.. It's okay. Not as
much fun as some of the other lego games.. This is clrearly unfinished. You play as a really creepy, poorly rendered furry that
controlls very stiff and jumps with poor accuracy. This cartoon character was dropped into a realistic world map with basic
Unity blocks thrown randomly around. Reclaim your dignity and stay clear of this nighmare.. I know it is early access but the
dev abondend the game at september 2015. That was the last day we read something about the game from the dev's and it is a
suprise that they no allow anyone how would make something out of this game and let this great idea die. If anyone want to play
a good zombiegame AS a Zombie then play "Stubbs the Zombie"! :D So have a nice day AND DON'T BUY THIS GAME!!!!.
Yikes.
I'm running Windows 10 on a badass Asus computer. I've done a little findangling to get some other downloads to work on FSX
and really enjoyed the Dodosim helicopters and DC-3 I've downloaded.

Once I installed this update, I loaded the game and flew a glitchy mission with a malfuntioning Mission Compass and lame,
boring narration with missions I couldn't complete. Since then I can't get any flights to load and have to turn off my computer
every time I try to fly.

Do you guys offer refunds? I'm bummed I can't use Flight Sim any more after installing this download.

Too bad. Had potential
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This game is really fun!
But a word for the devs, I like the small map where we can see every part of the city, but i don't like the big map. It's okay, but
you cannot see much of what you employ.. Beautiful drawing. Spent longer time than what I expected. A challenging hidden
object game with beautiful illustrations.. Fun game to play while high. Very novel and very amusing. A casual game with
surprising depth.. Just as amazing and funny as the first game.. This game is really great, the concept is creative and the controls
in-game feel smooth.
One of the bad things is that this game's player base... BARELY REACHES UP TO 26 PEOPLE!
The average amount of players you are ever going to see is somewhere around 20 to 30 people.
It's also really fun and the leveling system is good while the ''Victory and Defeat'' count is really fresh, not like most of the new
games :
Example -
Wins - 20
Loses - 600 (Noob).
If it wasn't for the dead community I would recommend it even more!
Best way to play it is get some friends and invite them over to increase the player amount.
Now since the game is free, you have no excuse not to try it out.. First impressions of PKO prompted me to get a Refund. PKR
had a demo which left a sour taste in my brain. the lack of EVERYTHING in the way of quality testing leaves you with a game
feeling thrown together and cheap. This is supposed to be a full production game of a much beloved IP. On this level I crashed
soon after on a load point. autosave, crash, load crash. so essentially there was no way past it. I should have known when the
Demo was an exact duplicate of the first level in all its horridness. Here is a Screen of the level mentioned above complete with
its missing waterfall texture. http://img.photobucket.com/albums/v209/metclan/Shot0018.jpg

3/10. I'm................AMAZED.
I bought it knowing I'd have a joyful time, but it infinitely exceeded my expectations. Ok, it is heavily inspired by GnG, but we
are being inspired all the time in life by something that serves us as a starting point that allows us to create new things. It brings a
fresh GnGhostsish experinence FREE from certain not so good stabilished standards from the original series. High dificulty
with balance and natural playability brings a fair experience, so you won't feel cheated. Despite it's linear, there are exploration
incentives as you should find certain items to be able to beat the game and see the best (real?) ending. As an arcade fan and
arcade pcb collector, I say (with property) if it had came out around 1990 - 1993, today it would be honored as a masterpiece
from that era, the golden age of gaming. Keep in mind: There are no drawbacks when comparing Cursed Castilla with GnG. In
fact, when there's no draw between them in some aspect, Cursed Castilla excells and wins the game... Soundtrack based on the
Yamaha YMxxxx FM sound generators fill the mood!!!!!!!!!. A fun enough game. Worth the $1 you'll get a couple hours out of
it. Imagine it like a handful of rooms from Celeste that you can clear multiple times with different conditions. The hard move
can be a bit brutal, but if you want a challenge then this is a great way to get some without a huge investment.. Pros
+ Simple and Fun
+ Lots of levels to explore
+ Looks great, love the design
+ Has multiplayer
+ Game keeps your attention for hours

Cons
- Can get a little repetitive
- Wish there were a few more spider models
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